
 
RENTAL CONTRACT 
 
We are a service oriented business offering sales and rental for formal 
wear and suits. Please remember we are trying to give you a great fit 
and experience. As the consumer: 
 

__________ I understand that the down payment is non-refundable or transferable and will not be given 
back for any reason, including the unfortunate cancellation of a wedding. 
 
__________ I understand that the rental order must be canceled at least 2 weeks prior to the wear date to 
avoid full charges. If canceled under two weeks to the wear date, I take responsibility to pay full rental 
price at the time of wear date. 
 
__________ I understand FITTINGS AT PICK UP are a requirement on all rentals to ensure quality and 
fit. Rental tuxedos and suits are designed to fit a range of sizes and will NOT fit like a custom tailored suit. 
I understand that some adjustments may be needed at the time of fittings. 
All rentals MUST be tried on here at the store to make any last minute adjustments or get any exchanges 
overnight shipped. If, for whatever reason, the rental cannot be tried on, The Wedding Tree cannot be 
held responsible for ill-fitting garments and NO REFUNDS will be issued. 
 
__________ I agree to return all items no later than 7 p.m. Monday following the event or risk paying the 
following late fees: Tuesday $25, Wednesday $50, Thursday or later- Complete retail rental costs. If I fail 
to return all garments or if I return them in irreparable condition, I agree to pay the replacement costs. 
 
All sales are FINAL on any purchase item and there are absolutely no refunds, exchanges, or returns for 
any reason. Alterations are not included in the price of any purchase item. The bride and groom are 
responsible for all wedding party members. If something occurs and The Wedding Tree is unable to 
collect from the person at fault, the bride and groom are responsible for additional charges. Possible 
charges include, but are not limited to: damaged merchandise, unpaid or canceled rentals, and late 
returns. If any balances remain unpaid, there will be a $25 service charge assessed to the account per 
month. If a check is returned, it will be presented again electronically and the account will be debited for 
the amount of the check plus the state allowed fee. Purchaser represents that they are of legal age or that 
permission of parents or guardians to place order, make the payment, or charge a credit card has been 
given. Should any balance remain 30 days after the event date or cancellation, the amount will be 
automatically charged to this card. This includes late charges, and fees for missing or damaged 
merchandise. THANK YOU FOR YOUR BUSINESS! 
 
 


